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What is Debian Med?

COVID-19 hackathons

Single contributions to the first hackathon

Summary
Back in 2001 at DebConf 1
the first talk about the concept was prepared
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Maintainer per package relation in Debian Med in today
Debian Med has attracted one developer per year

According to a *questionnaire* in Wiki

- Debian Med has 42 DDs+DMs (not all active any more)
- 20 DDs *because* Debian Med exists;
  4 DDs before Debian Med started
- 10 out of the 20 above extended their activity to other fields in Debian
- 14 out of the 20 above are active in Debian Med
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Not all tasks are appropriately covered

- **Bioinformatics**: very good
- Medical imaging: good
- Medical practice: there is something (gnumed, just lost freemedforms)
- Hospitals: close to nothing (fis-gtm)
  
  ... besides a stable but unspecific OS
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- Please note: R packages missing inside the graph since these are maintained in R packaging team
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Amazing ftpmaster support in first hackathon

- Tons of kudos to ftpmaster for the great support!
- Many packages in NEW queue were processed in less than 24 h!
- This was the most fun in my whole 22 year of Debian developer life
- It is extremely motivating to get such support
- To quote some understatement of Scott Kitterman:
  <ScottK> I didn’t do anything beyond taking some time off work so I would have more time to pick up the FTP Team end of getting the new packages in.
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- Checked excuses metadata for valuable data
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- **Teaching**
- **openmm** *(High-performance molecular simulation library)*
- **macromoleculebuilder** *(only protein homology modelling tool in Debian)*
- JS dependencies of streamlit: `node-cuint`, `node-xxhashjs`
- JS dependencies of shiny-server: `node-ip-address`, `node-stable`
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Michael R. Crusoe - became DD soon after Hackathon

- Communication and reports to **COVID-19 Biohackathon** of world wide bioinformatics projects where Debian Med participated in
- Created *Git repository on Salsa* as well as *Wiki pages*
- Assembled the *final report* about the hackathon
- *routine-update*
- Bug #955566: *khmer*: autopkgtest regression: undefined references
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Nilesh Patra - GSoC student

- **parasail** new package helping several reverse depends
- Autopkgtest and fixes for *r-bioc-demixt*
- Joined all video meetings
- Lots of further contributions after the sprint
- Became DM meanwhile
- **Quote:**
  Thanks a lot for these efforts, and congratulations on getting your talk selected!
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- Opening the option to package *tensorflow* which enables lots of other COVID-19 relevant packages
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Working down a huge list of new packages as ftpmaster rewarding our work to become effective in less than 24 hours.
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